Abstract: In this article we study a class of generalised linear systems of difference equations with given boundary conditions and assume that the boundary value problem is non-consistent, i.e. it has infinite many or no solutions. We take into consideration the case that the coefficients are square constant matrices with the leading coefficient singular and provide optimal solutions. Numerical examples are given to justify our theory.
Introduction
Many authors have studied generalised discrete & continuous time systems, see , and their applications, see [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Many of these results have already been extended to systems of differential & difference equations with fractional operators, see [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . We consider the generalised discrete time system of the form F Y k+1 = GY k , k = 1, 2, ..., N − 1 (1) with known boundary conditions
Where F, G ∈ R r×m , Y k ∈ R m , and A 1 ∈ C r1×m , A 2 ∈ C r2×m , B 1 ∈ C r1×1 and B 2 ∈ C r2×1 . The matrices F , G can be non-square (r = m) or square (r = m) with F singular (detF =0).
Generalised linear systems of difference equations with given boundary conditions don't always guarantee to have unique solution. In the case where there exist solutions and they are infinite, we require optimal solutions for the system. The aim of this paper is to generalise existing results regarding the literature. An explicit and easily testable formula is derived of an optimal solution for the system.
Preliminaries
Throughout the paper we will use in several parts matrix pencil theory to establish our results. A matrix pencil is a family of matrices sF −G, parametrized by a complex number s, see [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] .
Definition 2.1. Given F, G ∈ R r×m and an arbitrary s ∈ C, the matrix pencil sF − G is called:
1. Regular when r = m and det(sF − G) = 0; 2. Singular when r = m or r = m and det(sF − G) ≡ 0.
In this article we consider the system (1) with a regular pencil, where the class of sF − G is characterized by a uniquely defined element, known as the Weierstrass canonical form, see [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] , specified by the complete set of invariants of sF − G. This is the set of elementary divisors of type (s − a j ) pj , called finite elementary divisors, where a j is a finite eigenvalue of algebraic multiplicity p j (1 ≤ j ≤ ν), and the set of elementary divisors of typeŝ q = 1 s q , called infinite elementary divisors, where q is the algebraic multiplicity of the infinite eigenvalue. From the regularity of sF − G, there exist non-singular matrices P , Q ∈ R m×m such that
J p , H q are appropriate matrices with H q a nilpotent matrix with index q * , J p a Jordan matrix and p + q = m. With 0 q,p we denote the zero matrix of q × p. The matrix Q can be written as
Q p ∈ R m×p and Q q ∈ R m×q . The matrix P can be written as
P 1 ∈ R p×r and P 2 ∈ R q×r . The following results have been proved.
We consider the systems (1) with a regular pencil. Then, its solution exists and for k ≥ 0, is given by the formula
Where C ∈ R p is a constant vector. The matrices Q p , Q q , P 1 , P 2 , J p , H q are defined by (3), (4), (5) .
A generalised boundary value problem (BVP) of type (1)- (2) can have a unique solution, infinite solutions or no solutions, see [8] , [15] . Definition 2.2. If for the system (1) with boundary conditions (2) there exists at least one solution, the BVP (1)-(2) is said to be consistent.
and
Then Theorem 2.2. (See [8] , [15] ) We consider the BVP (1)- (2) with a regular pencil. Then the BVP is consistent, if and only if one of the following is satisfied:
• p = r 1 + r 2 and rankK = p;
• p < r 1 + r 2 , rankK = p and L ∈ colspanK;
• L ∈ colspanK and K is rank deficient.
Non-consistent boundary value problem
We can now state the following Theorem, which provides optimal solutions for nonconsistent BVPs of type (1)-(2).
Theorem 3.1. We consider the system (1) with known boundary conditions of type (2) with a regular pencil. Then for the non-consistent BVP of type (1)- (2) (a) If p < r 1 + r 2 , L / ∈ colspanK and K is full rank, an optimal solution of the BVP is given byŶ
(b) If L / ∈ colspanK and K is rank deficient, an optimal solution of the BVP is given bŷ
Where E is a matrix such that
The matrices K, L are given by (7)- (8) and the matrices Q p , J p are given by (3),(4).
Proof. From Theorem 2.1 it is known that the solution of the system (1) exists and is given by (6) . For given boundary conditions of type (2), C is the solution of the linear systems
System (11) has r 1 + r 2 linear equations and p unknowns.
For the the proof of (a), since p < r 1 + r 2 , L / ∈ colspanK and K is full rank, the system (11) has no solutions. LetL be a vector such that a vectorĈ is the unique solution of the system KĈ =L. We want then to solve the following optimisation problem
WhereĈ is the optimal solution, in terms of least squares, of the linear system (11) . In this case, with similar steps as [38] , [54] , [55] , the solutionĈ is given bŷ
This is the least squares solution and hence an optimal solution of the system (1) with boundary conditions of type (2) is given by (9) .
For the proof of (b), since L / ∈ colspanK and K is rank deficient, the system (11) has no solutions. While the matrix K is rank deficient, the matrix K * K is singular and hence not invertible. Thus we can not apply the same method as in (a). In this case, we seek a solutionĈ minimizing the functional
Where E is a matrix such that K * K + E * E is invertible and
or, equivalently,
Setting the derivative to zero,
The solution is then given byĈ
Hence an optimal solution in this case is given by (10) . The proof is completed.
Remark 3.1. In Theorem 3.1 the optimal solution of the BVP problem (1)- (2) was achieved after a perturbation to the column L accordingly
in case of (a) and
in case of (b).
A consistent BVP doesn't guaranty unique solution. The case of existence and uniqueness of solutions has been fully analysed in [8] , [15] .
Proposition 3.1. (See [8], [15]) When the BVP (1)-(2) is consistent, it has a unique solution if and only if one of the following is satisfied
• p < r 1 + r 2 , rankK = p and L ∈ colspanK.
For a consistent BVPs of type (1)-(2) with infinite solutions, there are different ways to obtain optimal solutions, depending on the problem that the BVP represents. In the following Proposition, we apply some techniques in order to gain the minimum solution.
Proposition 3.2. We consider the system (1) with known boundary conditions of type (2) and a regular pencil. Then in both cases, for a consistent BVP of type (1)- (2) with infinite solutions:
(a) If K † is the Moore-Penrose Pseudoinverse of K, then an optimal solution of the BVP (1)- (2) is given byŶ
(b) If p > r 1 + r 2 , K is full rank, a minimum solution of the BVP is given bŷ
(c) If L ∈ colspanK and K is rank deficient, an optimal solution of the BVP is given by (10) .
The matrices K, L are given by (7), (8) and the matrices Q p , J p are given by (3),(4).
Proof. From Theorem 2.1 it is known that the solution of the system (1) exists and is given by (6) . For given boundary conditions of type (2), C is the solution of the linear system (11) which has r 1 + r 2 linear equations and p unknowns.
For the proof of (a), given an (r 1 + r 2 ) × p matrix K, the Moore-Penrose Pseudoinverse of K † is calculated from the singular value decomposition of K, see [19, 26] . The solution of system (11) is then given byĈ = K † L.
For the proof of (b), p > r 1 + r 2 , K is a wide matrix (more columns than rows) and full rank, i.e. the system (11) is underdetermined. In this case, it is common to seek a solutionĈ (one of the infinite solutions of system (11)) with minimum norm. Hence we would like to solve the optimisation problem
By defining the Lagrangian
and taking the derivatives of the Lagrangian we get
Setting the derivatives to zero,
Since rankK = r 1 + r 2 , the matrix KK * is invertible and thus
Hence an optimal solution in this case is given by (a).
For the proof of (c), since L ∈ colspanK and K is rank deficient, the system (11) has infinite solutions. While matrix K is rank deficient, the matrix KK * is singular and hence not invertible. In this case, we seek a solutionĈ minimizing the functional
and by working as in Theorem 3.1 (b), the solution is given bŷ
and hence an optimal solution in this case is given by (10) . The proof is completed.
Numerical examples
Example 4.1.
Assume the system (1) for k=0, 1, 2, 3. Let ∈ colspanK, i.e. the BVP is non-consistent. Thus from Theorem 3.1 and (b), an optimal solution of the BVP is given byŶ 
We assume the system (1) as in example 4.1 but with different boundary conditions. Let We observe that L / ∈ colspanK, r 1 + r 2 = 5 > 3 = p, and rankK = 3 = p, i.e. the BVP is non-consistent. Thus from Theorem 4.1 and (a), an optimal solution of the BVP (3)- (4) is given byŶ 
Conclusions
In this article we provided optimal solutions for a linear generalized discrete time system with boundary conditions whose coefficients are square constant matrices, its pencil is regular and the leading coefficient singular.
